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content, clarity, and relevance to the theme. 
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All correspondence can be directed to ajem@aidr.org.au. 
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evaluation. Subject to double blind peer review. Word limit guide (total with references): 3000 words.

Practitioner papers: present information, innovation, practice stories, lessons learned, evaluation and on-
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references): 3000 words.
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content. Not peer reviewed. Word limit guide: 700–800 words.
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developments. May be subject to single peer review. Word limit guide: 700–800 words.

Formats: Articles should be submitted in electronic MS Word compatible format.

Image formats: The Journal accepts images in jpeg, tif or eps formats at 300 dpi minimum. Appropriate 
captions for images should accompany (or be included) with submissions. All print-ready images should be 
supplied as separate files. Authors may indicate an approximate placement of the image within the text.

Copyright: Authors are responsible for obtaining permission to reproduce copyright material from other 
sources and are asked to check that references to people and organisations are accurate and not libellous. 
A Copyright Form completed by all authors should accompany research articles and practitioner papers.
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